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Titanic. Just the name evokes tales of the doomed ship that have captivated people of all ages
for more than 100 years. Early readers will enjoy this exciting account of the world's most famous
disaster-at-sea and the discovery of it's remains many years later. Step 4 books are perfect for
independent readers who are confident with simple sentences and are just starting to tackle
paragraphs.

About the AuthorRobert A Heinlein is considered one of the Big Three of classic science fiction
(along with Isaac Asimov and Arthur C. Clarke). Heinlein is a seven-time Hugo Award recipient
and was given the first Grand Master Nebula Award for lifetime achievement. Heinlein’s juveniles
alone have influenced generations of scientists, engineers and creators the world over (for
instance, it was once estimated that everyone in the Apollo 11 mission control room had read
and loved at least one Heinlein novel). His worldwide bestsellers include Have Space Suit ― Will
Travel, Stranger in a Strange Land, Starship Troopers, Time Enough for Love, and The Moon Is a
Harsh Mistress.Buck Schirner's professional career has primarily been on stage as a character
actor. He is currently active in the theatre scene in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Buck also
appears in the independent film In the Woods.
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Dear Parent:Congratulations! Your child is taking the first steps on an exciting journey. The
destination? Independent reading!STEP INTO READING® will help your child get there. The
program offers five steps to reading success. Each step includes fun stories and colorful art.
There are also Step into Reading Sticker Books, Step into Reading Math Readers, Step into
Reading Write-In Readers, Step into Reading Phonics Readers, and Step into Reading Phonics
First Steps! Boxed Sets—a complete literacy program with something for every child.Learning to
Read, Step by Step!Ready to Read Preschool-Kindergarten• big type and easy words • rhyme
and rhythm • picture cluesFor children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading.Reading with Help Preschool-Grade 1• basic vocabulary • short sentences • simple
storiesFor children who recognize familiar words and sound out new words with help.Reading on
Your Own Grades 1-3• engaging characters • easy-to-follow plots • popular topicsFor children
who are ready to read on their own.Reading Paragraphs Grades 2-3• challenging vocabulary •
short paragraphs • exciting storiesFor newly independent readers who read simple sentences
with confidence.Ready for Chapters Grades 2-4• chapters • longer paragraphs • full-color artFor
children who want to take the plunge into chapter books but still like colorful pictures.STEP INTO
READING® is designed to give every child a successful reading experience. The grade levels
are only guides. Children can progress through the steps at their own speed, developing
confidence in their reading, no matter what their grade.Remember, a lifetime love of reading
starts with a single step!To Michael—J.D.To my son Chris—K.K1The Wonder ShipIt is April 10,
1912.The whole world is talking about an amazing new ship. Its name is the Titanic.The ship is
getting ready to leave on its first trip across the ocean. It is going all the way from England to
America.Newspapers call the Titanic “The Wonder Ship.” They say it is like a floating palace. The
Titanic has restaurants, a post office—even a gym with a toy camel to ride.This picture shows
the ship as if it were sliced open. The fancy rooms are on the top decks. On the lowest deck you
can see the squash court and the swimming pool.The Titanic is the biggest ship the world has
ever seen. The ship is almost four city blocks long and is as tall as an eleven-story building.Best
of all, experts say the Titanic is the safest ship ever. They say it cannot sink. Why? The ship
doesn’t have one bottom—it has two. One is inside the other.The lowest part of the Titanic is
divided into sixteen watertight compartments. If one compartment starts to flood, the captain can
just pull a switch. A thick steel door will shut. The water will be trapped. It cannot flood the rest of
the ship. Two or three or even four compartments can be full of water. Still, the Titanic will
float.The Titanic has another nickname—“The Rich Man’s Special.” Some of the richest people
in the world are sailing on the Titanic. Their tickets cost more money than a sailor earns in a
lifetime.Dear Parent:Congratulations! Your child is taking the first steps on an exciting journey.
The destination? Independent reading!STEP INTO READING® will help your child get there.
The program offers five steps to reading success. Each step includes fun stories and colorful art.
There are also Step into Reading Sticker Books, Step into Reading Math Readers, Step into



Reading Write-In Readers, Step into Reading Phonics Readers, and Step into Reading Phonics
First Steps! Boxed Sets—a complete literacy program with something for every child.Learning to
Read, Step by Step!Ready to Read Preschool-Kindergarten• big type and easy words • rhyme
and rhythm • picture cluesFor children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading.Reading with Help Preschool-Grade 1• basic vocabulary • short sentences • simple
storiesFor children who recognize familiar words and sound out new words with help.Reading on
Your Own Grades 1-3• engaging characters • easy-to-follow plots • popular topicsFor children
who are ready to read on their own.Reading Paragraphs Grades 2-3• challenging vocabulary •
short paragraphs • exciting storiesFor newly independent readers who read simple sentences
with confidence.Ready for Chapters Grades 2-4• chapters • longer paragraphs • full-color artFor
children who want to take the plunge into chapter books but still like colorful pictures.STEP INTO
READING® is designed to give every child a successful reading experience. The grade levels
are only guides. Children can progress through the steps at their own speed, developing
confidence in their reading, no matter what their grade.Remember, a lifetime love of reading
starts with a single step!Dear Parent:Congratulations! Your child is taking the first steps on an
exciting journey. The destination? Independent reading!STEP INTO READING® will help your
child get there. The program offers five steps to reading success. Each step includes fun stories
and colorful art. There are also Step into Reading Sticker Books, Step into Reading Math
Readers, Step into Reading Write-In Readers, Step into Reading Phonics Readers, and Step
into Reading Phonics First Steps! Boxed Sets—a complete literacy program with something for
every child.Learning to Read, Step by Step!Ready to Read Preschool-Kindergarten• big type
and easy words • rhyme and rhythm • picture cluesFor children who know the alphabet and are
eager to begin reading.Reading with Help Preschool-Grade 1• basic vocabulary • short
sentences • simple storiesFor children who recognize familiar words and sound out new words
with help.Reading on Your Own Grades 1-3• engaging characters • easy-to-follow plots •
popular topicsFor children who are ready to read on their own.Reading Paragraphs Grades 2-3•
challenging vocabulary • short paragraphs • exciting storiesFor newly independent readers who
read simple sentences with confidence.Ready for Chapters Grades 2-4• chapters • longer
paragraphs • full-color artFor children who want to take the plunge into chapter books but still
like colorful pictures.Ready to Read Preschool-Kindergarten• big type and easy words • rhyme
and rhythm • picture cluesFor children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading.Ready to Read Preschool-Kindergarten• big type and easy words • rhyme and rhythm •
picture cluesFor children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.Reading with
Help Preschool-Grade 1• basic vocabulary • short sentences • simple storiesFor children who
recognize familiar words and sound out new words with help.Reading with Help Preschool-
Grade 1• basic vocabulary • short sentences • simple storiesFor children who recognize familiar
words and sound out new words with help.Reading on Your Own Grades 1-3• engaging
characters • easy-to-follow plots • popular topicsFor children who are ready to read on their
own.Reading on Your Own Grades 1-3• engaging characters • easy-to-follow plots • popular



topicsFor children who are ready to read on their own.Reading Paragraphs Grades 2-3•
challenging vocabulary • short paragraphs • exciting storiesFor newly independent readers who
read simple sentences with confidence.Reading Paragraphs Grades 2-3• challenging
vocabulary • short paragraphs • exciting storiesFor newly independent readers who read simple
sentences with confidence.Ready for Chapters Grades 2-4• chapters • longer paragraphs • full-
color artFor children who want to take the plunge into chapter books but still like colorful
pictures.Ready for Chapters Grades 2-4• chapters • longer paragraphs • full-color artFor
children who want to take the plunge into chapter books but still like colorful pictures.STEP INTO
READING® is designed to give every child a successful reading experience. The grade levels
are only guides. Children can progress through the steps at their own speed, developing
confidence in their reading, no matter what their grade.Remember, a lifetime love of reading
starts with a single step!To Michael—J.D.To my son Chris—K.KTo Michael—J.D.To my son Chris
—K.K1The Wonder ShipIt is April 10, 1912.The whole world is talking about an amazing new
ship. Its name is the Titanic.The ship is getting ready to leave on its first trip across the ocean. It
is going all the way from England to America.Newspapers call the Titanic “The Wonder Ship.”
They say it is like a floating palace. The Titanic has restaurants, a post office—even a gym with a
toy camel to ride.This picture shows the ship as if it were sliced open. The fancy rooms are on
the top decks. On the lowest deck you can see the squash court and the swimming pool.The
Titanic is the biggest ship the world has ever seen. The ship is almost four city blocks long and is
as tall as an eleven-story building.Best of all, experts say the Titanic is the safest ship ever. They
say it cannot sink. Why? The ship doesn’t have one bottom—it has two. One is inside the
other.The lowest part of the Titanic is divided into sixteen watertight compartments. If one
compartment starts to flood, the captain can just pull a switch. A thick steel door will shut. The
water will be trapped. It cannot flood the rest of the ship. Two or three or even four compartments
can be full of water. Still, the Titanic will float.The Titanic has another nickname—“The Rich
Man’s Special.” Some of the richest people in the world are sailing on the Titanic. Their tickets
cost more money than a sailor earns in a lifetime.1The Wonder ShipIt is April 10, 1912.The
whole world is talking about an amazing new ship. Its name is the Titanic.The ship is getting
ready to leave on its first trip across the ocean. It is going all the way from England to
America.Newspapers call the Titanic “The Wonder Ship.” They say it is like a floating palace. The
Titanic has restaurants, a post office—even a gym with a toy camel to ride.This picture shows
the ship as if it were sliced open. The fancy rooms are on the top decks. On the lowest deck you
can see the squash court and the swimming pool.The Titanic is the biggest ship the world has
ever seen. The ship is almost four city blocks long and is as tall as an eleven-story building.Best
of all, experts say the Titanic is the safest ship ever. They say it cannot sink. Why? The ship
doesn’t have one bottom—it has two. One is inside the other.The lowest part of the Titanic is
divided into sixteen watertight compartments. If one compartment starts to flood, the captain can
just pull a switch. A thick steel door will shut. The water will be trapped. It cannot flood the rest of
the ship. Two or three or even four compartments can be full of water. Still, the Titanic will



float.The Titanic has another nickname—“The Rich Man’s Special.” Some of the richest people
in the world are sailing on the Titanic. Their tickets cost more money than a sailor earns in a
lifetime.
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Stephanie R, “Kid Friendly and filled interesting facts and illustrations. We bought this book for
the Secret Santa Book Exchange for my son's classmate. His classmate loves to read about the
Titanic and had this book as his first choice on his wish list. When I was shopping online, there
was this version and then we saw an older version(same title, same author) from a few years
ago and we weren't sure which he wanted. So, we bought both versions(they were only like
$3.99 each). They are the same text and same illustrations, so if I had to pick one, I would pick
the Step Into Reading one because it is more readily available to find and have delivered on
time. My son is in 3rd Grade. His classmates read well and the text in this book are a good sized
print-not too large and not too small. The size of the paragraphs and wording are spot on in
terms of their reading level and doesn't have a lot of difficult-to-decode words in it. I would
definitely recommend this book for a kid that is curious about the Titanic and likes to read on
their own. We gave him another kids fact book about the Titanic that was $6.99 to go with this
one(since the budget was $10) for my son's classmate.”

ML, “Excellent condidtion.. Easy book with a lot of pictures, diagrams, facts about the Titanic.
Written for grades 2-3, "newly independent readers".”

JULIE JOHNSTON, “Great high-interest easy to read book. I have a nephew who loves
everything Titanic. I bought this for him. He’s a first grade student and since he really wanted to
read it, he has very little trouble.”

Z Hayes, “Excellent series to get children interested in non-fiction. I purchased these books
(most of the titles in the series) several months ago, but have been doling them out a little at a
time to my daughter, who is currently in first grade. She loves to read fiction, and has devoured
many of the chapter books I've purchased for her or checked out of the library. I was looking for
an interesting series of non-fiction books for her, and these seemed like the perfect introduction
to the genre.The appeal of this reader lies mainly in the way the information is condensed to suit
the needs of young readers - informative, yet not overly descriptive nor steeped in jargon. Also,
the illustrations on each page motivate young readers, especially visual learners like my
daughter.There are lots of illustrations in this book, covering the ill-fated journey of the Titanic.
The Step 4 readers are described as "reading paragraphs, containing challenging vocabulary,
short paragraphs, exciting fiction and non-fiction, and recommended for Grades 2-3", though
children who are younger and are at an advanced reading level will find these books interesting
and suitably challenging as well.”

Irene Cao, “Excelente. Mi hijo de 8 se interesó mucho en el libro.La historia es contada no de
una forma dramática.sobre el final del libro señala lo que se aprendió de esa experiencia y los
cambios que se hicieron en la navegación. Un detalle importante de re marcar para no crear



miedo en los niños.”

Kinikia, “My Grandson Loves this book!. My five year old grandson absolutely loves this book.
He has brought it home from his school's library several times. His mom, dad and I have all read
it to him. This book is different like the original Titanic. This is not a luxury liner. There was the
ocean voyage and suspense of survival that he loves. In this book there is a happy ending with
people working together and helping each other. The ending is a special lesson for children
about love, hope and friendship. I finally put this one my Kindle so I have it on hand to read to
him whenever he wants.”

Motaz Khader, “Kid friendly and historically accurate. A fantastic introduction to the tragic and
timeless tale. My son recently became interested in the titanic and this story was the perfect way
to explain the details of the incident without scaring him. Plus it includes the excitement of the
rediscovery in the 1980s. Presented in a kid-friendly yet historically accurate way. Highly
recommended.”

jane santoro, “Titanic. Will be GREAT to give to grandson along with TITANIC Lego model!!!”

monkray, “Good length and the right level of facts. My 4 year old son wanted to know more about
the Titanic so we bought this book to read to him. Its a very good level for his concentration and
interest. It does not skip over the death and tragedy but cleverly adds a chapter about the safety
features that have been introduced as a result of the accident, and talks about finding the
wreck.The only thing I found annoying was the paragraph where they talk about the ship being
"hurt". I understand that this is a book for early readers, so I would understand if they stuck to
simple words through out. But else where they seem comfortable to use slightly complex words,
so whats wrong with the word 'damaged' rather than 'hurt'.”

Pipkin, “History made simple. 7 year old Grandson kept asking me questions which I couldn't
answer, so I bought him this. He read it in a night and has not put it down, and even took it into
school to show his teacher who was amazed that he was so 'obsessed'”

Nic..., “A great book.. A great story book, full of interesting facts about the Titanic. My six year
old is Titanic mad and this made a wonderful addition to his already growing memorabilia on the
Titanic. We found this book to be of great interest and an easy layout for kids easy to read very
easily. Thoroughly enjoyable...”

Devira, “my daughter's favourite book!. My five year old adores this book. I have read it to her so
many times that she knows it off by heart - even though it is long enough that it's a full 30 minute
bedtime story. She can read it perfectly by herself now, which has given her great confidence
and fluency as it's really way above the level she normally reads.We watched the film first, and



this book was a great follow up. It covers all the important aspects and has good detailed
pictures.”

faye, “Good little book for children.. Grandson really liked this book. He learned about the Titanic
at school and was asking lots of questions. Bought this little book and he read straight through it.”

The book by David Guterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,200 people have provided feedback.
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